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Research Resume 

This research deals with the legal provisions that is related to embryos 

abortion issues, and excessive vaccination over the outer artificial 

insemination, Which considerably constitutes an extension of a Medical 

evolution in laboratory means and therapeutic methods. Whereas, these 

medical issues should be addressed by considering the legitimate 

perspective Alongside with Medical data that is Indispensable to reach the 

correct adjustment and the right concept. 

The importance of this subject have been demonstrated due to its 

attachement to two interrelated aspects : 

 

First : The relation of this subject with the Human psyche ( al -Nafs), which is 

considered to be one of the upper concepts, that Al – Shariah shed light on. 

 

Then to facilitate therapeutics for people to keep themselves sane and 

sound. Nevertheless, the utility of aborted fetuses and excessive vaccination 

in treatments has a specific medical benefit as allowing organs and cell 

transplantation which dealt with intractable diseases while the research is 

still ongoing to display other prospects. 

 

Second : The need to preserve the Adamic dignity from Medical pretenions 

and aspriations that is out of  the medicinal ethics system , and to remain in 

the process of human service.  

 

Still such abuses wether incident or expected is recorded at the level of this 

subject and in all its aspects, In creating vaccination banks for example , 

conduct research or Organ transfer. And Perhaps the most prominent risk is 

aborted fetus trade and its reflection on the consequent moral and social 

life. for instance, is which may require a statement on these behavior wether 

it to be legal or illegal based on some standards and provisions to control it 

and reduce such practices. 

 

Also not just once, The research has concluded in its big improvements that 

the pillars upon which scientists rely is thoroughly centered in Quranic 
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verses and Sunnah , necessity rules  , dam excuses , Facilitation rules , 

Quote Islam scholars , rules of interests , pros and cons balance and more 

.... Note that most of the rules governing medical issues in our research is 

necessity rules, because most medical cencerns is ongoing unlike the radix 

and fraught with caveats like viewing Intimate parts of the body and taboos 

usage in therapy ....  

 

As for the specific results, the research has underlie few points for  legal 

provisions to be discussed. 

And the matter is The begining of the human personhood within embryos . 

At the meantime, The research has also highlighted the danger of 

establishing excessive vaccination banks and its implications upon the 

society to confirm its fully prohibition. 

 

The research also touched on the rule of conduct scientific experiments on 

aborted fetuses and excessive vaccinations also abortion matters for 

Scientific purposes. 

At last this research dealt with the emrging issues of organ transfer and 

transplantation also the use domains of excessive vaccination and aborted 

fetuses , Monitoring some Fatawa from the Jurisprudential FIQ’h councils 

for that matter, to finish with an excreted branch derived due to this issue’s 

treatement which is : Aborted fetuses and excessive vaccination donation 

and saling.  

 

 

 

                                            Praise be to Allah , Lord of the world 

  


